11 12 Bdelloid rotifers are a diverse group of microscopic invertebrates that are believed to have evolved 13 for tens of millions of years without sexual reproduction. They have attracted the attention of 14 biologists puzzled by the maintenance of sex and recombination among nearly all other eukaryotes. 15 Bdelloid genomes show a high proportion of non-metazoan genes, acquired by horizontal transfer. 16
authors interpret this incongruence as "strong evidence" of "multiple cases" of "interspecific 137 horizontal genetic transfers" from "donor species" to "recipient individuals." They conclude that 138 they have discovered "an unexpected (and possibly unique)...ameiotic strategy of genetic exchange 139 and recombination among asexual, morphologically female organisms", which they "propose here to 140 call 'sapphomixis' (from the name of the Greek lesbian poetess Sappho and mixis 'mingling')." 141 142 This dataset features some surprising patterns that seem to require further clarification. In every 143 case where incongruence was reported, the inferred "donor species" was recovered from the same 144 maple or plane tree as the "recipient individual" at the time of sampling (Debortoli et al. 2016 ; Table  145 S3). This is quite unexpected, since the genus Adineta subsumes vast cryptic diversity; even A. vaga promiscuously among such diverse and mobile animals, why should every "donor species" happen to 150 be sampled in the same small area as the recipients at the same time? Even more striking, every 151 case of incongruence involves a haplotype whose sequence is identical to a haplotype found 152 'natively' in one of the other 81 rotifers sampled, enabling the authors to construct a perfectly self-153 contained circular representation of the "transfers" (their Figure 4) . 154 155 We hypothesised that the evidence interpreted as "interspecific genetic exchanges" might instead 156 result from accidental cross-contamination of rotifers or rotifer DNA between tubes during sample We conducted an experiment to determine the pattern of mtCO1 chromatogram peaks when two 181 animals are present in one tube. We chose two bdelloid clones from our cultures: 'A. vaga (AD008) ', 182 which supplied the reference genome for A. vaga (Flot et al. 2013) , and 'Adineta sp. (AD006)'. We 183 prepared replicate Eppendorf tubes, either with a single individual, or deliberately contaminated 184 with two individuals, one from each species (Supplementary Material). We extracted DNA and 185 amplified the mtCO1 marker using the methods and primers described by Debortoli et al. (2016) . 186 Bidirectional chromatograms were generated by direct Sanger sequencing with the PCR primers. 187
188
The phred quality scores of the chromatogram files (Ewing & Green 1998) were only slightly and not 189 significantly lower for tubes with two animals versus one (Q20; 90% vs. 92%, N=38, t=1.13, P = 0.26). 190
Even when two animals were present, the vast majority of base calls (97.9-99.6%) matched a single 191 species (Supplementary Material). The additional animal did not manifest as obvious double peaks 192 at the expected polymorphic sites, but as small, subtle minority peaks, typically hidden in baseline 193 noise (Kronick 1997 ) and sometimes missing entirely. Perhaps this is unsurprising: double peaks are 194 seldom equal in height even when amplifying alleles from diploid heterozygotes (Kronick 1997 any sample, but whose sequence identity to both AD006 and AD008 at mtCO1 was equal (87.5%). 210
211
In uncontaminated single-animal samples with A. sp. (AD006), the rank distributions of minority 212 peaks matching A. vaga (AD008) and A. ricciae did not differ significantly from the null expectation 213 or from each other ( Figure 1A ; χ 2 = 3.32, d.f. = 4, P = 0.51). In deliberately contaminated samples, 214 however, minority peaks fitted the known contaminant species better than the null expectation 215 ( Figure 1B ; χ 2 =174.54, d.f. =2, P < 2.2 x 10 -16 ) or the control species (χ 2 =22.54, d.f. =2, P = 1.27 x 10 -5 ). 216
The analysis correctly detected that tubes contained two animals, identified the second haplotype 217 and differentiated it from other candidates. Similar results were obtained over multiple biological 218 and technical replicates (Supplementary Material). This approach works because PCR amplicons are 219 directly sequenced, leaving visual evidence of minority sequences. Cloning-based methods might 220 easily miss minority haplotypes unless very many clones are sequenced for each reaction (Mullis et 221 al. 1994 ). Debortoli et al. (2016) also employed direct sequencing, and so the same method could be 222 applied to test whether their samples were cross-contaminated with DNA from multiple animals. 223
224

Evidence of cross-contamination in samples treated as individuals by Debortoli et al. (2016) 225 226
To test for the signatures described above, we requested original chromatogram files from Debortoli 227 and colleagues. We were provided with 36 out of at least 1152 mtCO1 chromatograms, including 228 files for the six samples where "interspecific genetic exchanges" were claimed. We also received 483 229 out of at least 656 chromatograms for 28S ribosomal DNA, and 133 out of at least 158 files 230 corresponding to the EPIC25 (exon-primed intron-crossing) nuclear marker. We tested this prediction using ConTAMPR ( Figure 1C ). The fit of minority peaks to Hap31 [E] was 244 significantly better than the null expectation (χ 2 =127.95, d.f. =2, P < 2.2 x 10 -16 ) or the fit to A. ricciae 245 (χ 2 =25.39, d.f. =, P = 3.07 x 10 -6 ). We attempted to match the minority peaks to multiple control more than three base differences between 28S copies in any animal (their Figure 3A) . In contrast, 300 the two haplotypes found in Samples B14 and B22 differ at over 40 positions in only the first 700bp 301 fragment. As a consequence of multiple peaks from these additional haplotypes, quality scores for 302 28S chromatograms were significantly lower in samples where transfer was claimed than those 303
where it was not ( Figure 4 ; Mann-Whitney Test: N=122, W=373.5, P=0.015). 304
305
In two samples (B14 and B3B1), there was evidence of DNA originating in three different rotifers 306 (from species A, C and E). The mtCO1 chromatograms for these samples were extreme outliers in 307 quality scores ( Figure 5 ), and too noisy to narrow down the minority peaks to just one candidate 308 (Table 1 , Supplementary Material). Samples B39 and D14 showed evidence of the expected 'native' 309 haplotypes that were supposed to have been replaced by horizontal transfer. All loci in both 310 samples are now brought into congruence; a parsimonious inference is that they represent typical 311 animals with haplotype associations similar to conspecifics. The incongruent sequences arose either 312 from WGA or PCR amplification of contaminating DNA fragments, or from a second animal whose 313 haplotypes were dropped during amplification at other loci (Supplementary Material). 314 315 Consistent with biased or capricious amplification, the predicted 'native' haplotype in Sample D14 316 was almost equivalent in peak strength to the "interspecific" haplotype after one PCR, but absent 317 among amplicons from a second PCR using the same tube of template (Supplementary Material). If 318 the locus had only been amplified once, there might have been no evidence of the native sequence, 319 and the case for "interspecific recombination" would have been harder to reject. A lack of minority 320 peaks after the second PCR confirms an important message in this dataset: even when a sample has 321 two different sequences, one may fail to appear in any given whole-genome amplification or PCR. A 322 significant pattern of minority peaks is thus sufficient but not necessary to indicate a second 323 haplotype, whereas the absence of such a pattern is necessary but not sufficient to exclude it. 324
325
The sequencing evidence confirms that a subset of samples prepared by Debortoli et al. (2016) were 326 cross-contaminated with DNA from multiple animals belonging to different species. This may quite 327 simply explain why incongruent haplotypes always matched a "donor species" that happened to be 328 sampled from the same tree. Elsewhere in the publication, the authors also claim evidence for 329 "intraspecific haplotype sharing". In light of the results, it seems parsimonious to infer that these 330 patterns also arise from cross-contamination, this time involving individuals or DNA belonging to the 331 same species, which would be far less obvious from chromatograms or other analyses. Interestingly, 332 the incidence of proposed intraspecific transfer in species A and C was approximately 10%, and it 333 now appears that at least 7% of tubes contained DNA from more than one animal. It would be 334 surprising if all tube-sharing events in the study happened to involve individuals of different species. 335
We believe mechanistic considerations independently falsify the hypothesis of "interspecific 339 recombination" presented by Debortoli et al. (2016) . According to the authors, transfers "may be 340 mediated by DSB repair through homologous recombination (HR)". In their view, "this hypothesis is 341 reinforced by the observation that...the transferred sequences replaced the original copies", and 342 they "speculate that, after the integration of DNA, gene conversion promptly copied the integrated 343 genetic exchanges, which would explain why our study, focusing on intrageneric variation within the 366 morphospecies A. vaga, detected multiple cases of genetic transfers." Indeed, an extremely high 367 frequency of HR is required to explain their data. Even at just the five loci examined, interspecific 368 recombination was claimed for nearly 10% of the "individuals" sampled. The self-contained pattern 369 of the results can only be accommodated if these events occurred so recently that all the putative 370 donor species and recipient clones were still living together at the time of the study, with the least twice in each case: once when the exogenous DNA was first integrated, and again within the 373 recipient genome, when "gene conversion promptly copied the integrated DNA on its homologous 374 region". Given the sequence-based constraints on HR, the species involved would need to have a 375 very high level of sequence identity, to recombine so readily, recently and frequently. 376
377
We tested this prediction for each case of "interspecific recombination" using a simple method. We 378 aligned each incongruent haplotype from a putative donor species against the native haplotype it We considered the possibility that "interspecific recombination" might be mediated by some 401 alternative mechanism with less stringent identity requirements than HR. For instance, 402 microhomology-mediated end joining involves "the use of 5-25 bp microhomologous sequences 403 during the alignment of broken ends before joining" (McVey & Lee 2008). We measured the degree 404 of microhomology between two "transferred" EPIC25 regions at all scales from 1-40bp pairs in the same genome, consistent with the results of global homology contrasts. One of the 407 sequences even shared more microhomology with its own ohnolog (the EPIC63 region) than with its 408 "transfer" partner. This seems to exclude the hypothesis that microhomology-based mechanisms 409 mediate interspecific HGT. If that were so, ohnologous loci could not evolve independently, as they 410 share at least as much microhomology at every scale, and their DNA must be more abundant and 411 accessible in any genome, cell or individual than DNA arriving across horizontal barriers. authors demonstrates that samples treated as individuals were cross-contaminated with DNA from 425 multiple rotifers, whose identities we reconstructed in multiple cases. The probabilities that these 426 patterns could emerge from random noise are vanishingly small (Table 1) Schwander, "both papers...provide direct evidence for some form of genetic exchange between 461 bdelloid rotifer individuals". In her view, "these two studies show beyond doubt that genetic 462 exchange between individuals occurs in different bdelloid species." Schwander takes the position 463 that "even small amounts of recombination and genetic exchange between individuals appear to be 464 enough to provide all the benefits of sex". Schwander therefore judges that "bdelloids should no 465 longer be considered as asexuals" and that "the starring role of the most notorious asexual scandals 466 should be transferred to a different group." With the advantage of hindsight, we suggest that some 467 of these rather strong assertions might now be considered premature. reproduction. It is tempting to seek confirmation of these exciting ideas, and to expect further 474 extraordinary discoveries. However, that approach opens the door to well-known biases, both when 475 interpreting data and when evaluating the work of others (Nickerson 1998). A more incremental 476 programme based on falsification may better facilitate firm progress, and we recommend that work 477 touching the molecular genetics of bdelloid rotifers be treated with heightened scrutiny in future. 478
Evidence relating to 'non-canonical' forms of genetic exchange appears particularly susceptible to 479 contamination and misinterpretation (Boothby et al. 2015) , and we join others in recommending 480 even greater stringency in these cases (Richards & Monier 2016) . A cautious approach will help 481 exploit the unusual leverage that bdelloids offer on fundamental evolutionary and genetic questions. (Mann-Whitney Test: N=122, W=373.5, P=0.015), because multiple 28S haplotypes are more often 802 evident in minority peaks. This evidence is consistent with DNA from multiple animals in these 803 samples, and perhaps also in some samples where "transfer" was not reported (e.g. A3B1). Sample 804 B14 represents an extreme datapoint with an especially prominent second haplotype, but even if 805 this is removed from the analysis, the two groups still differ significantly (Mann-Whitney Test: 806 N=121, W=373.5, P=0.04). 807 These either matched the putative donor species, or the 'native' sequence that was supposed to 831 have been replaced, as expected if incongruence was caused by cross-contamination. The height 832 rank distributions of minority peaks corresponding to additional haplotypes were recorded, and we 833 calculated the probability of obtaining a fit at least this good given random noise (final column, 834 upper values). Where possible, we also recorded the equivalent fit for control species or haplotypes, 835 and calculated the probability that the fit of the focal haplotype shared the same distribution (final 836 column, lower values). "Ar": A. ricciae; "Av": A. vaga (reference genome). Asterisks indicate two 837 samples where haplotypes from three different species were recovered. 838 839 840 841 842 843 844
